Franco Albini Human Centered Lab

A methodology for the discovery and enhancement of one’s talents

Franco Albini
Franco Albini (1905-1977) is considered one of the greatest innovators
in the Design, Architecture and Urbanism fields; a Master who has left a
footprint and that is still being studied all over the world. Deepening into his
work, six methodological pillars emerge at the foundation of his design,
were it a small detail or a great architectural work.
An effective basis for both professional and personal life, which can
guide people to become aware of their talent, their goals and the path to
achieve them.

The Foundation

The entire Albini archive, recognized by the Italian State as a
National Historic Heritage, is preserved in its headquarters,
which holds material from the 30’s up to today’s still active
Studio: Marco and Francesco Albini Associati. The Foundation,
open to the public for guided visits, carries out activities to
spread the many stories contained in the archival documents
through: publications, exhibits, theatrical performances,
conferences, events and seminars, video-documentaries,
workshops for different age groups and Certifications of
authenticity of Albini’s design pieces.

Education

Inspired by Franco Albini’s Methodology, the Foundation
today launches the Human Centered Lab, an interdisciplinary,
educational workshop that intends to make the individuals
develop a Forma Mentis applicable to every professional field,
which can lead to recognizing, developing and exploiting one’s
talents in a co-creation context.

Franco Albini Human Centered Lab
‘Franco Albini Human Centered Lab’ (HCLab) borns as an
interdisciplinary and multicultural academic proposal to
support the educational system as well as the corporate and
sanitary fields, and to provide young people and adults with
a Forma Mentis, or “a well done head” to put it in words of
sociologist Edgar Morin, promoting self-awareness, enhancing
the value of their resources and the ability to identify
and achieve their goals, generating innovation and new
entrepreneurship.
The method proposed by Franco Albini HCLab is inspired by
the 6 principles that Franco Albini used throughout his career,
which resulted in Works that have set a precedent worldwide.

The principles of Albini’s method
Segmentation
Searching the essence
Reintegration

Verifying the path
Communicate ideas through doing
Sense of social responsibility

“Talent comes by doing.”

What
Franco Albini HCLab’s format aims to have a social, motivational and
entrepreneurial innovation impact that could be suitable and practical
for educational, healthcare, private and corporate contexts.

Why
A recent research done by Dell Technologies states that, in 2030, about 85% of the works that will exist have not yet
been invented, data that has also been confirmed by the World Economic Forum Future Jobs report of 2018. So it is
save to say that today our comfort zone represents our danger zone; our society requires flexibility, awareness of our
resources, the ability to reinvent ourselves and to constantly create new solutions and alternatives, without freezing
our skills in a given mechanism; and learning to seize the growth opportunities hidden behind an apparent “failure”.
We need passion and hope, spirit of initiative that, rather than paralyzing us when dealing with uncertainty, stimulates
us to recognize our talents and abilities and allow us to co-create, along with others, new - human centered solutions.

Comfort zone

Future zone

How
The Method consists in a multidisciplinary approach that integrates thinking and work tools such as:

Autobiographical
Narrative
Approach

Expression
Techniques

Coaching

Design
Thinking

Strategic
Design

To trigger awareness, enhance resources and stimulate new projects for oneself, others and
society through the development of ideas with an innovative framework. In an emerging future,
in which technology will increasingly take over man, ideas will remain the only non-replaceable
value, together with the human capacity to meet and ideate together.

Goals
Sharing a
methodology

Sharing an interdisciplinary and
empirical training path that, starting from
acknowledging one’s talent, leads to the
creation of a prototype (idea / project)
that induces to social innovation and
entrepreneurship.

Self-awareness

Encourage self-awareness to identify
one’s resources, goals and strategies
to achieve them.

Teamwork

Develop the skill to work in a group,
learning diverse techniques of cocreation and active listening.

Practicing
attention

Entrepreneurial
spirit

New skills

Exercising attention and observation
of reality and the present moment
to give answers and insights of the
emerging future.

Stimulating entrepreneurial spirit by
materializing ideas that aim to solve

Encourage the development of new
skills and the awareness of new job
opportunities.

urgent needs.identificati come urgenti.

Timing of our format
The journey consists in three moments that can be summarized as: introduction (Pre-Work), performance (show ‘La via del Talento’) and conclusion (Formative path).
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Pre-Work

The Pathway to Talent

Formative course

The participants are virtually guided
by a coach that will prepare them
for the performace and the training
courses.

This interactive performance, translates
“the path towards talent”, involves a large
audience and consists in an experience
able to address different targets in an
heterogeneous and effective way.

A path that aims to reach selfawareness, self-expression,
identification of one’s resources and
objectives, and prototyping ideas.
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The pathway to talent
The interattive show

Number of people: from 100 to 500

“La via del Talento” portrays the experience of awareness
accomplished through the discovery and use of the 6 Principles of
Albini’s Method.
The story is about Paola (director, playwright and Vice-President of the
Foundation) as well as granddaughter of Franco Albini, who conducts
the public in an emotional moment, starting from a reflection on how
the principles of this method can be functional to the discovery of
oneself and inner talents.
A joint, interactive and interdisciplinary moment that goes between
words, songs, musical suggestions and video animations, specially
created by the students of the Lightning Course of the School of Design
of Politecnico di Milano.
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Formative journey

From self-awareness to the prototyping of an idea
Number of persons: 20 - 6 modules of 3 hours each

The modules deepen into the principles of Albini’s Methodology using the following integrated approaches:

Narrative
Autobiography

Expression
Techniques

To reach self-awareness of their
talents through their own history.

To encourage self-expression through
body language.

Design
Thinking

To respond to individual and
collective needs in a creative way.

Coaching

To lead them to identify their
competences, goals and actions to
achieve them.

Strategic
Design

Prototyping

To promote innovation throughout the
ideation process.

To translate ideas into prototypes /
feasible projects born in co-creation.

GRAZIE!
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